Abstract. The normalizer N W ðW J Þ of a standard parabolic subgroup W J of a finite Coxeter group W splits over the parabolic subgroup with complement N J consisting of certain minimal length coset representatives of W J in W . In this note we show that (with the exception of a small number of cases arising from a situation in Coxeter groups of type D n ) the centralizer C W ðwÞ of an element w A W is in a similar way a semidirect product of the centralizer of w in a suitable small parabolic subgroup W J with complement isomorphic to the normalizer complement N J . Then we use this result to give a new short proof of Solomon's Character Formula and discuss its connection to MacMahon's master theorem.
Introduction
Let W be a finite Coxeter group, generated by a set of simple reflections S with length function l : W ! N U f0g. Each subset J J S generates a so-called standard parabolic subgroup W J ¼ hJi of W . Conjugates of standard parabolic subgroups are called parabolic subgroups. These subgroups are themselves Coxeter groups and therefore play an important role in the structure theory of finite Coxeter groups. A well-known property of the cosets of a standard parabolic subgroup W J in W is that each coset contains a unique element of minimal length. The subgroup W J hence possesses a distinguished right transversal X J , consisting of the minimal length coset representatives. Due to a theorem of Howlett [4] and later work of Brink and Howlett [1] , it is known that and how the normalizer N W ðW J Þ of the parabolic subgroup W J is a semidirect product of W J and a subgroup N J consisting of precisely those minimal length coset representatives x A X J which leave J as subset of W invariant in the conjugation action of W on its subsets, i.e., N J ¼ fx A X J : J x ¼ Jg. In this note we show that most centralizers of elements in W enjoy a similar semidirect product decomposition. Pfei¤er and Rö hrle [9] have shown, based on Richardson's [10] characterization of involutions as central longest elements of parabolic subgroups of W , that if w A W is an involution then its centralizer in W coincides with the normalizer of a parabolic subgroup, and as such is a semidirect product. This note can be regarded as a generalization of the result for involutions to all elements of W . Our results e¤ectively reduce questions regarding the conjugacy classes of elements in a finite Coxeter group W to the cuspidal conjugacy classes, that is those conjugacy classes which are disjoint from any proper parabolic subgroup of W . Cuspidal conjugacy classes of elements of W play a central role in the algorithmic approach to the conjugacy classes of finite Coxeter groups in Chapter 3 of the book by Geck and Pfei¤er [3] . We refer the reader to this book as a general introduction to the theory of finite Coxeter groups.
We will call certain conjugacy classes of elements of a finite Coxeter group W noncompliant; see Definition 4.6. Without exception, these are conjugacy classes of W which non-trivially intersect a parabolic subgroup of type D n with n > 4. Hence, if W has no parabolic subgroups of type D, part (ii) of the following theorem applies without restrictions. We can now formulate our main theorem as follows. Theorem 1.1. Let W be a finite Coxeter group and let w A W . Let V be the smallest parabolic subgroup of W that contains w. Then the following hold.
(i) The centralizer C V ðwÞ ¼ C W ðwÞ V V is a normal subgroup of the centralizer C W ðwÞ with quotient C W ðwÞ=C V ðwÞ isomorphic to the normalizer quotient N W ðV Þ=V.
(ii) The centralizer C W ðwÞ splits over C V ðwÞ with complement isomorphic to N W ðV Þ=V unless w lies in a non-compliant conjugacy class of elements of W .
The parabolic subgroup V in the theorem is well-defined as the intersection of all parabolic subgroups of W that contain w, due to the fact that intersections of parabolic subgroups are parabolic subgroups; see Theorem 2.3 below. For the proof of the theorem, we will assume that w has minimal length in its conjugacy class in W . Then V is the standard parabolic subgroup W J of W , where J ¼ JðwÞ, the set of generators occurring in a reduced expression for w. The proof of part (i) is carried out in Section 3. Part (ii) of the theorem is established case by case in Section 4. The results for the exceptional types of Coxeter groups have been obtained with the help of computer programs using the GAP [11] package CHEVIE [2] . These programs are available through the second author's ZigZag [8] package. In Section 5, we use Theorem 1.1 to provide a new short proof of a theorem of Solomon, and then discuss its relation to MacMahon's master theorem [5, page 98 ].
Preliminaries
In this section we recall some results about distinguished coset representatives and conjugacy classes in a finite Coxeter group W , generated by a set of simple reflections S and with length function l.
For w A W , we set JðwÞ ¼ fs 1 ; . . . ; s l g J S, if w ¼ s 1 . . . s l is a reduced expression, i.e., if l ¼ lðwÞ. As a consequence of Matsumoto's theorem, JðwÞ does not depend on the choice of a reduced expression for w.
For w A W , let DðwÞ ¼ fs A S : lðswÞ < lðwÞg be its descent set, and let
AðwÞ ¼ fs A S : lðswÞ > lðwÞg ¼ SnDðwÞ be its ascent set. The set
is a right transversal for W J in W , consisting of the elements of minimal length in each coset. For each element w A W there are unique elements u A W J and x A X J such that w ¼ u Á x. Here the explicit multiplication dot indicates that the product ux is reduced, i.e., that lðuxÞ ¼ lðuÞ þ lðxÞ. An immediate consequence is the following lemma.
We denote the longest element of W by w 0 . For J J S, we denote by w J the longest element of the parabolic subgroup W J . 
. Suppose J, K are conjugate subsets of S and that
For the conjugacy classes of W , we are particularly interested in elements of minimal length. These elements have useful properties, such as the following. A conjugacy class C of elements of W is called a cuspidal class if C V W J ¼ q for all proper subsets J of S. Cuspidal classes never fuse in the following sense. Theorem 2.6 ([3, Theorem 3.2.11]). Let J J S and let w A W J be such that the conjugacy class C J of w in W J is cuspidal in W J . Then
where C is the conjugacy class of w in W .
If w is of minimal length in its conjugacy class, then it is also of minimal length in its conjugacy class in the Coxeter group W JðwÞ , which by [3, Proposition 3.2.12] is a cuspidal class of W JðwÞ Below, we review some basic facts about Coxeter groups of classical type, that is of type A, B or D. For a more detailed review of the combinatorics of the conjugacy classes of finite Coxeter groups of classical type we refer the reader to the description [7] of the implementation of the character tables of these groups in GAP.
2.1 Type A. Suppose W is a Coxeter group of type A nÀ1 . Then W is isomorphic to the symmetric group S n on the n points ½n ¼ f1; . . . ; ng, with Coxeter generators s i ¼ ði; i þ 1Þ, i A 1; . . . ; n À 1g. The cycle type of a permutation w A W is the partition of n, which contains a part l for each l-cycle of w, where fixed points count as 1-cycles. Since any two elements of w are conjugate in W if and only if they have the same cycle type, the conjugacy classes of elements of W are naturally parametrized by the partitions of n.
Here, it will be convenient to write partitions as weakly increasing sequences. Given a partition l ¼ ðl 1 ; . . . ; l t Þ of n (that is a sequence of positive integers l 1 c Á Á Á c l t with l 1 þ Á Á Á þ l t ¼ n), there is a corresponding parabolic subgroup W J ¼ S l 1 Â Á Á Á Â S l t containing an element w with cycle type l. A particular element of minimal length in this conjugacy class is the product w l of t disjoint cycles consisting of l i successive points, for i A f1; . . . ; tg. For example, a minimal length representative of the conjugacy class of elements with cycle structure 1124 in S 8 is w 1124 ¼ ð1Þð2Þð3; 4Þð5; 6; 7; 8Þ ¼ ð3; 4Þð5; 6; 7; 8Þ.
Note that w l is a Coxeter element of W J , the product We shorten that to ði 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i k Þ À and call it a negative cycle. For example, the permutation À4 7 ! À2; À3 7 ! 1; À2 7 ! 4; À1 7 ! 3; 0 7 ! 0; 1 7 ! À3; 2 7 ! À4; 3 7 ! À1; 4 7 ! 2 is written as ð1; À3Þð2; À4Þ À . In this notation, every signed permutation looks like an ordinary permutation in cyclic form, except that every element and every cycle can have a minus sign. Note that we can change the sign of all elements in a cycle without changing the signed permutation. The Coxeter generators are t 1 ¼ ð1Þ À and
. . . ; n À 1. We also set t i ¼ ðiÞ À , for i > 1. An element w A W ðB n Þ can also be represented in the form of a signed permutation matrix. This is an n Â n matrix which acts on the standard basis fe 1 ; . . . ; e n g of R n in the same way as the permutation w acts on the points ½n ¼ f1; . . . ; ng, i.e., for i A ½n, it maps e i to e jwðiÞj or its negative, depending on whether wðiÞ is positive or negative. We will briefly use this matrix representation of W ðB n Þ in Section 4.6.
Since conjugation on a signed permutation in cyclic form works in the same way as with usual permutations (if we conjugate with w, an element i of any cycle is replaced by wðiÞ), two signed permutations are conjugate if and only if they have the same number of negative cycles of every length, and the same number of positive cycles of every length. The cycle type of a permutation w A W is a double partition l ¼ ðl þ ; l À Þ with jl þ j þ jl À j ¼ n, so that l þ contains a part l for each positive l-cycle of w, and l À contains a part l for each negative l-cycle of w. Two elements of W are conjugate in W if and only if they have the same cycle type, and therefore the conjugacy classes of elements of W are naturally parametrized by the double partitions of n. For example, the conjugacy class of ð1; 5; À2Þð4; 7Þð3Þ À ð6; À8Þ À is ð23; 12Þ. Take J J ft 1 ; s 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s nÀ1 g and w A W J . If s i B J, the elements i þ 1; . . . ; n appear in positive cycles of w with all positive elements. Therefore, if we are given a double partition
. According to the description [3, 3.4.2] of conjugacy classes of W , there is a minimal length representative w l of the corresponding conjugacy class of the following form. The negative cycles contain 1; . . . ; jl À j, and the positive cycles contain jl À j þ 1; . . . ; n; furthermore, each cycle contains only consecutive numbers in increasing order. For example, a minimal length representative of the conjugacy class corresponding to l ¼ ð112; 23Þ is We call a partition even if it consists of even parts only. The conjugacy classes of elements of W are naturally parametrized by double partitions of n, where l À has an even number of parts, with two classes when l
. Furthermore, there is a minimal length representative w l of the corresponding conjugacy class of the following form. The negative cycles contain 1; . . . ; jl À j, the positive cycles contain jl À j þ 1; . . . ; n, and each cycle contains only consecutive numbers in increasing order. 
Centralizers
In this section we prove a general theorem about the structure of element centralizers in finite Coxeter groups. It is shown to be a consequence of Theorem 2.6, which in the book [3] was established by a careful case-by-case analysis. Without loss of generality, we may assume that w A W is an element of minimal length in its conjugacy class in W .
Theorem 3.1. Suppose w A W has minimal length in its conjugacy class in W and let
Clearly, part (i) of Theorem 1.1 follows from this result.
Proof. Denote by C the conjugacy class of w in W and by C J its conjugacy class in W J , which is cuspidal in W J . By Theorem 2.6, 
The following additional results are of independent interest and will be used in the proof of Theorem 5.1 below. Proposition 3.2. Suppose w A W has minimal length in its conjugacy class in W and let J ¼ JðwÞ. Then the following hold.
(i) The conjugacy class of w in W is a disjoint union of conjugates of the conjugacy class of w in W J .
(ii) If a A C W ðwÞ and x A X J are such that C W J ðwÞa J W J x, then x A N J .
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Complements
In this section we prove part (ii) of Theorem 1.1 for each type of irreducible finite Coxeter group, case by case. We start with the general observation that part (ii) of the theorem is straightforward in the following situations. Our general strategy in search of a centralizer complement for w will be to identify a complement M of W J in its normalizer that centralizes w. More precisely, we have the following consequence of Theorem 3.1. Then M is a complement of C W J ðwÞ in C W ðwÞ provided that M V W J ¼ 1.
. . . ; n a n Þ be a partition of n, let w l be as in (2.1) and let
2 Â Á Á Á Â S a n n of symmetric groups, and its normalizer
is a direct product of wreath products of symmetric with symmetric groups. In a similar way, the centralizer
is a direct product of wreath products of cyclic with symmetric groups, and the centralizer
is a direct product of cyclic groups. Clearly, the quotients N W ðW J Þ=W J and C W ðw l Þ=C W J ðw l Þ are both isomorphic to S a 1 Â S a 2 Â Á Á Á Â S a n . In order to show that the particular normalizer complement N J is also a complement of C W J ðw l Þ in C W ðw l Þ, we introduce some notation. Let 
is a direct product of symmetric groups S a m , with Coxeter generators sðo m ; mÞ, sðo m þ m; mÞ; . . . ; sðo m þ ða m À 2Þm; mÞ, and o¤sets . . . ; n a n Þ and
. . . ; n b n Þ, let w l be as in Section 2.2, and let J ¼ Jðw l Þ be the corresponding subset of S. Then W J is a direct product
2 Â Á Á Á Â S a n n and its normalizer
is a direct product of W ðB jl À j Þ with wreath products of symmetric groups and Coxeter groups of type B. In a similar way, the centralizer
is a direct product of C W ðB jl À j Þ ðw l Þ and wreath products, and the centralizer
is a direct product of C W ðB jl À j Þ ðw l Þ and cyclic groups. Clearly, the quotients N W ðW J Þ=W J and C W ðw l Þ=C W J ðw l Þ are both isomorphic to W ðB a 1 Þ Â W ðB a 2 Þ Â Á Á Á Â W ðB a n Þ.
In order to show that a variant of the particular normalizer complement N J is a complement of C W J ðw l Þ in C W ðw l Þ, we introduce some more notation.
Denote by rðo; mÞ the permutation defined by
otherwise.
In this way, rðo; mÞ 
. . . ; n a n Þ, then W J is a direct product of W ðB jl À j Þ and direct products of isomorphic symmetric groups S m and N J is a direct product of groups W ðB a m Þ, with Coxeter generators rðo m ; mÞtðo m ; mÞ and sðo m ; mÞ; sðo m þ m; mÞ; . . . ; sðo m þ ða m À 2Þm; mÞ and o¤sets The following properties are easy to establish and we leave their proofs to the reader. (i) w has minimal length in its class in W þ .
(ii) If l À ¼ q and l þ is even then C W þ ðwÞ ¼ C W ðwÞ, otherwise C W þ ðwÞ has index 2 in C W ðwÞ.
, where D m is the subgroup of W þ generated by fu; s 1 ; . . . ; s mÀ1 g, for m A f2; . . . ; ng.
Definition 4.6. We call a double partition l ¼ ðl þ ; l À Þ a non-compliant double partition if l þ consists of a single odd part m and l À is a non-empty even partition of even length.
We call a conjugacy class C of W a non-compliant class, if, for some odd n > 4, there is a non-compliant double partition l of n and a parabolic subgroup W M of W which has an irreducible component W K of type D n , such that C contains an element of W M whose projection on W K has cycle type l. The next result shows that, in a Coxeter group W þ of type D n , the centralizer C W þ ðwÞ splits over C W þ J ðwÞ, unless the class of w A W þ is non-compliant. Here, we write J þ ðwÞ J S þ for the set of generators occurring in a reduced expression of w when considered as an element of W þ , in order to distinguish it from the set JðwÞ J S of generators in a reduced expression of w A W . 
. . . ; n a n Þ and l À ¼ ðl 
Note that tð0; kÞ m ¼ 1 if m is even and tð0; kÞ m ¼ tð0; kÞ if m is odd.
Proof. Let J ¼ Jðw l Þ be the subset of S corresponding to l. In all three cases it suffices to find a complement N Ã of W J in its normalizer in W that centralizes w l such that jN 
Exceptional types.
Although in type A each conjugacy class contains an element w such that the normalizer complement N J is also a centralizer complement, this cannot be expected in general to be the case. However, from the preceding examples one sees that it is frequently possible to construct from N J an isomorphic copy N Based on this observation, we formulate an algorithm, which in practice always finds a centralizer complement, except for elements of non-compliant classes.
Algorithm Centralizer Complement.
Input: A finite Coxeter group W and an element w of minimal length in its conjugacy class in W .
Output: A centralizer complement for w, or fail if none exists.
(i) set J JðwÞ.
(ii) find involutions x 1 ; . . . ; x r generating the normalizer complement N J .
(iii) for each element v of minimal length in the W J -conjugacy class of w do the following:
(c) if there are elements y i A Y i , i A f1; . . . ; rg, such that M ¼ h y 1 ; . . . ; y r i satis-
(iv) return fail (if we ever get here).
Note that, by Proposition 4.2, any group M found in this way is necessarily a complement of the centralizer of w in W J .
For W irreducible of exceptional type, the algorithm produces a centralizer complement in all but seven cases. Each case corresponds to a non-compliant class from the following table. In this table we list, for each non-compliant class C of W , its position i in CHEVIE's list of conjugacy classes of W , its name, a reduced expression for a representative w of minimal length, the set JðwÞ, a set M K JðwÞ, the type of W M exhibiting a direct factor of type D 2lþ1 , and the label l of the conjugacy class of W ðD 2lþ1 Þ containing the projection of w. In the next section we show that in all of these cases, and indeed whenever w lies in a non-compliant class, no complement exists. The next result shows that this is indeed always the case, when the cycle type of w A W ðD n Þ is a non-compliant double partition of n. Proof. Recall from Section 2.2 that elements of W ðB n Þ can be represented as signed permutation matrices, i.e., matrices with exactly one non-zero entry 1 or À1 in each row and column. Such an element lies in W ðD n Þ if and only if its matrix has an even number of entries À1, and it is an involution if and only if the matrix is symmetric. Now suppose that n ¼ m þ k is odd and that w A W ¼ W ðD n Þ is an element of minimal length in a conjugacy class with cycle type l ¼ ðl þ ; l À Þ where the partition l þ consists of a single odd part m and l À is a non-trivial partition of an even number k, consisting of an even number of even parts. Then W J for J ¼ JðwÞ has type D k Â A mÀ1 and, by the description of N J in Section 4.2 and Lemma 4.5(vi), its normalizer N W ðW J Þ has a complement of order 2 (and of type B 1 ), generated by the quotient w J w 0 . We may assume that J ¼ Snfs kþ1 g, so that, as signed permutation on the set f1; . . . ; ng, the element w induces an even number of negative cycles on the k points f1; . . . ; kg and a positive m-cycle on the m points fk þ 1; . . . ; ng. The centralizer C W ðwÞ cannot move points from outside the m-cycle into the m-cycle and thus consists of block diagonal matrices diagðA; BÞ ¼ A 0 0 B ; of a k Â k matrix A and an m Â m-matrix B, which modulo 2 have the same number of entries À1 since C W ðwÞ is a subgroup of W ðD n Þ. Moreover, for each element diagðA; BÞ in C W ðwÞ the number of entries À1 on the diagonal of A, is even, since with every point in f1; . . . ; kg being mapped to its negative, the entire cycle which contains it must be negated. The centralizer of w in W J consists precisely of those elements diagðA; BÞ A C W ðwÞ which have an even number of entries À1 in both A and B, since A is the matrix of an element in W ðD k Þ.
Let u be an involution in C W ðwÞ. Then its matrix diagðA; BÞ is symmetric, and an even number of entries À1 on the diagonal of A implies that both A and B have an even number of entries À1 and thus u A C W J ðwÞ.
It follows that C W J ðwÞ has no complement in C W ðwÞ. r
More generally, if w lies in a non-compliant class of a finite Coxeter group W , then its centralizer has no complement. in contradiction to our assumption that w lies in a non-compliant class.
The theorem now follows from Definition 4.6 and Proposition 4.9. r
Applications
In this section we first use Theorem 1.1 to prove a result about minimal length representatives of conjugacy classes. Then we show how it implies the celebrated Solomon character formula. Finally, we discuss the interpretation of Solomon's theorem as a Coxeter group analogue of MacMahon's master theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Assume w has minimal length in its conjugacy class in W . Then the following hold for any v A W . The following formula, first proved by Solomon [12] in 1966, is an easy consequence of the previous result. MacMahon's master theorem states that for a matrix X ¼ ðx ij Þ nÂn , the function 1where the sum runs over all subsets J of S. This is obviously equivalent to Solomon's theorem.
